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Who we are... 

Chewbz is one of the largest Sweet Companies in the UK and we love sweets. 

 

We understand the positive impact a gift of sweets has on people, both when given 

as a personal gift and as a corporate promotion, giveaway or thank-you. 

 

But we aren’t just a team of sweet fanatics. Our team is made up of branding, 

marketing, business operations and high street retail experts with decades of 

experience between us. We understand the needs of our clients from a business 

point of view and provide services and solutions that meet and exceed those 

needs. 

 

We turn sweets into a customer retention programme, a sign-up incentive or a 

business promotional giveaway. Our sweets achieve results for clients and that 

makes everyone very happy.   
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Are you a wedding planner, party co-ordinator, work with a large network of 

companies or just know loads of people and you are outgoing?  If so then: 

 

● We will give you the opportunity to earn extra cash and be part of something 

exciting! 

 

● You will be in charge of your own earnings and can do this around the hours 

that suit you! 

 

There are no set-up costs or hidden fees. You can start straightaway and earn 

commission immediately by having access to our full range of products. 

 

We will provide you all the material and support you need to get started and there 

are no stings or commitments.   
 

The Opportunity... 
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● We have a large selection of products that can be 
customised and branded to suit your clients needs. 
 

● Our range starts from just £0.75 per item with no 
minimum order quantities. 
 

● Perfect for business gifts, staff incentives, branded 
promotional giveaways, weddings and parties. 
 

 

Wide range of products... 
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Step 1: Email corporate@chewbz.com with your interest and your personal details, we 

will then contact you to talk you through the opportunity.  

 

Step 2: Get out, talk to people, use social functions to find out who is interested in 

promotional giveaways, staff incentives, party gifts, wedding buffets etc. 

 

Step 3: Let us know what has been ordered and we will organise the rest including 

delivering the sweets, invoicing and managing all logistics.   

 

Step 4: If you are unsure about anything...just ask!  We will be there to help you every 

step of the way. 

 

Step 5: We will organise payment with your customers and as soon it has been 

received, you will receive your commission! 

 

What you need to do now... 


